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Sixth-form students applying to study history at university have no 
shortage of data about contact hours, league table rankings, 
employment rates and student satisfaction. What’s missing in 
university guides is comparative information about the periods, 
places, themes and methods they will study on history degree 
programmes. This session compares and analyses the compulsory 
elements of every single-honours history degree in the UK. This 
information will enable students to make informed choices between 
history programmes and will provide teachers with an overview of 
history teaching in higher education.



Universities offering History degrees (or otherwise, in italics)



Issues
Aims

Methods
Findings

Explanations
Comparisons
Suggestions

Session outline



A seventeen-year-old tells you that he or she
would like to study history at university but
doesn’t know how to decide which course is right
for him or her. What advice would you give him or
her about how to select the five courses to put
down on his or her UCAS form?















Planned components of The History Degree Guide

• A directory of history degree programmes

• Comparative analysis

• Video guides

• Interactive tasks

• Teaching resources



Compulsory modules on single-honours History 
degree programmes at UK universities



Missing information
Chester

Chichester
Trinity St. David

South Wales
Coventry (except on dissertation)

Joint/combined honours degrees 
Bradford – History and Politics

Brighton - Globalisation: History, Politics, Culture
Buckingham - History with Politics

Two single-honours degrees
Exeter – Streatham and Penryn campuses

Specialist history degrees
Salford - Contemporary Military and International History

Staffordshire – Modern History





What explains the similarities and differences 
between history degree programmes? Who or what 

influences their structure and content?



History differs from many subjects in that historians
do not recognise a specific body of required
knowledge or a core with surrounding options … no
particular diet of historical knowledge is prescribed.

QAA History Subject Benchmark Statement (2007; rev 2014)







I believe that the primary purpose of A levels is to prepare
students for degree-level study. All students should have
access to qualifications that are highly respected and
valued by leading universities. Current A levels do not
always provide the solid foundation that students need to
prepare them for degree-level study and for vocational

education.

Michael Gove (DfE) to Glenys Stacey (Ofqual), January 2013


